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ABSTRACT
Project Love Food No Waste is an integrated and user-friendly learning package
designed to educate and spread awareness on food wastage towards parents and
students with the goal of encouraging them not to waste food in the future. It includes a
website which provides links to various articles and facts on food wastage in Singapore
and the world so viewers can easily access the information that interests them. It also
consists of postcards and an Instagram page which contains lesser-known facts on food
wastage imprinted on eye-catching designs so they could be easily remembered. As
most students nowadays use social media on their smartphones, the Instagram page
serves to attract them so they could easily learn interesting titbits on food wastage when
they chance upon it.

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Rationale
During recess or lunch, many lower primary students often throw away unfinished food
into the dustbins due to their small appetite. The bin is often filled with many different
kinds of food that could have been consumed. The school also does not often persuade
students to finish their food. In public eating areas, adults also leave without finishing
their food, showing that these actions are not just limited to the younger generation.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of Love Food No Waste are to


Educate both parents and students on the importance of food conservation or the
negative impacts of food wastage



Suggest ways to minimize food wastage within families



Promote a healthy culture of conserving leftover food or cooking the right amount of
food

1.3 Target Audience
The target audience was parents of school-going children and lower secondary students.
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1.4 Resources
The resources for this project was a learning package comprising of
 A website
 Bookmarks
 Instagram page

Website

Bookmarks
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Instagram Page

2 REVIEW
According to the National Environmental Agency (NEA)’s website, the amount of food
waste generated has increased by 40% in the past decade with 568,000 tonnes
disposed of by households and the food industry in 2008 to around 809,800 tonnes in
2017. However, only 16% of the waste is recycled. The Straits Times also reported in
December 2017 that an NEA study found that about 2.5 kg of food waste is thrown
away by an average Singapore home each week. 27% of the homes had leftovers after
a meal at least half the time and 24% often threw away spoiled or expired food, mainly
because the respondents bought too much. At Singapore's current rate of waste
disposal, a new waste-to-energy plant needs to be built every seven to 10 years, while a
new landfill would be needed every 35 years. All these readings reinforce the urgent
need for Singaporeans to be educated on the dangers of food wastage and the need to
play an active role in reducing it.
3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Needs Analysis
A needs analysis was conducted to ascertain the relevance of this project. A
questionnaire was constructed to establish the respondents’ position on the idea of
wasting food and their own experience on food wastage. The findings showed that
some respondents struggled not to waste food and a majority of them agreed that it was
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morally wrong. This confirmed the feasibility of the project to raise awareness on the
detrimental effects of food wastage and inculcate the habit of finishing food.

3.2 Survey Results
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3.3 Development of Resources
The Instagram page - Facts and tips on reducing food wastage were uploaded
@hci_food_wastage, which had 13 posts and had garnered 64 followers.

The website - A variety of useful information were uploaded, such as titbits on how to
prevent food wastage and information about food wastage in Singapore and around the
world.

The bookmarks - It contains fun facts and tips, while assisting in the user’s reading.

Through a wide range of websites on the Internet, information was gathered about food
wastage in Singapore and around the world as well as the measures various
governments have taken to reduce food wastage. These were compiled on the project
website. Once the research was completed, facts on food wastage were also uploaded
on Instagram every three to four weeks and the bookmarks were finished.

3.4 Pilot Test
Two rounds of pilot test were administered to both parents and lower-secondary
students. The first was specifically for the website whereby the respondents were tested
with multiple-choice questions on different facts on food wastage that could be found on
it. They were also requested to provide feedback on the website so it could be improved.
Out of 107 respondents, the majority of the respondents answered correctly. They also
provided generally positive feedback on the website.
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X axis- number of respondents
Y axis- answers
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For the second test, the respondents were requested to rate and provide suggestions
for the different components of the learning package. Out of 57 responses, a majority
praised the designs of our learning package and stated that the information provided
was useful for learning about food wastage. Respondents also provided valuable
suggestions to improve the learning package to provide more information and to appeal
to more people.
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Feedback for website

9

Feedback for bookmarks
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Feedback for Instagram page

4 OUTCOME AND DISCUSSION
While most respondents from the pilot tests provided positive feedback for our learning
package, rendering the project to be a success in spreading awareness on food
wastage, indeed, much can be improved to appeal to more people of different ages in
the future. In response to other feedback provided in the pilot tests, a discussion forum
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was created in the website for users to share their views on food wastage and provide
tips on how to save food. This provided a way for the website to be more interactive,
connecting people of different ages or backgrounds to discuss about food wastage.

Discussion Forum

Also, some parents may not have Instagram and therefore could not have access to our
Instagram page to gather more information on food wastage. This limitation could be
solved by posting facts on food wastage on other social media platforms that parents
have access to, such as Facebook.

At the same time, the fact that others may not find a need to obtain the bookmarks as
they rarely read books was brought up in the feedback for the pilot test. Nevertheless,
for those who would not prefer getting bookmarks, they could still gather information
from the website or Instagram page to learn more about food wastage.

5 CONCLUSION
Love Food No Waste had been a test of mental and physical bounds. The main
challenge, and the most dangerous one, was procrastination. The group successfully
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overcame it by encouraging each other to work harder. There were setbacks like not
being able to secure a talk to primary school students as part of the project. However,
the group changed course by focusing on the website, bookmarks and Instagram page.
Leveraging on both creativity and critical thinking skills enabled the group to design a
resource that appeals to users. Learning to give way was the final piece of the puzzle as
there were frequent arguments over various ways to design the resource.
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